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all about doll repair care a guide to restoring well loved dolls - all about doll repair care a guide to restoring well loved dolls carol lindberg on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers what started as a hobby for carol lindberg became a passion now her years of experience as a doll restorer are being shared in this easy to follow format with photographs and clear explanations each chapter takes on a facet of doll restoration, all about doll repair care a guide to restoring well loved dolls carol lindberg on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers if you have a doll that has been well played with and you need to give it some special care then this book will help you restore your treasure doll repair and restoration expert, all about doll repair and care a guide to restoring well loved dolls by carol lindberg paperback usd 24 95 24 95, references and resources vintage doll repair - references for people interested in doll repairs all about doll repair care a guide to restoring well loved dolls by carol lindberg care repair of antique modern dolls by faith eaton doll repair featuring clothes hats shoes wigs by evelyn gaylin from worn to wonderful by aimee eckert how to repair pullstring talking toys by joe johnson dana mcguinn, books on doll repair and restoration dropbears com - the handbook of doll repair and restoration marty westfall book description the handbook of doll repair and restoration was a first when it was published in 1979 it is still a first in its completeness and detail this is a responsible book subscribing to the view of true doll collectors do nothing to an antique doll that will compromise the authenticity and reduce its value, doll clothing doll hospital doll repair doll restoration - we will let you know what we have available and can discuss your custom needs as well let us care for your loved dolls with our 30 plus years of experience in custom doll clothing bedding furniture we will be happy to talk to you about your repairs call us at 352 382 3655 or 1 800 813 3052 free estimates on all repairs and restorations, surface sealer vinyl dolls restore dolls vinyl dolls - surface sealer vinyl dolls restore dolls vinyl dolls reborn dolls do it yourself tips tricks more information find this pin and more on interesting projexts by candace billups, dollsrepaired com doll hospital repair and restoration - if the hair on your doll has become messy and dirty in many cases it can be cleaned and refurbished rather than replacing it this is usually less costly and keeps the doll original this applies to all dolls if your rubber doll s hair has a matted knotted appearance but is still attached to the continue reading, antique doll repair lovoteknow - loved to pieces doll repair shop works on vintage and antique dolls of all types and is an expert in recreating doll clothing for different eras resources for doll repair dolls are among the most popular items to collect and there are thousands of collectors who meet to share their passion, learn doll repair and restoration a lifetime career - learn doll repair and restoration a lifetime career learn doll repair and restoration a lifetime career if you are looking for a doll repair and restoration seminar rubie is the only one i refer to because i know her work her honestly and during the seminar you will actually restore several dolls from start to finish